The Last Line of Defense against Cyber-Attacks – Survivable Systems and
Survivable Data
Continuous Cyber-Defense
GreenTec-USA Cyber Defense Technologies provide a unique approach to strengthen your
cyber-posture for national defense and industry with continuous hardware-level protection
against dangerous cyber-attacks on computer systems and data storage systems. These
new technologies provide you with Survivable Data and Survivable Systems to ensure
continued operational capability.
When network firewalls have been breached, when viruses attack, or when disgruntled
employees or human errors attempt to manipulate, modify, delete or reformat data, secure
CYBERdisk™ and WORMdisk™ Storage Solutions™ provide your last line of defense.
These technologies are easy to incorporate into existing environments, support native file
formats and use standard interfaces while preventing data modification or data deletion – at
the individual disk hardware level. Protection travels with the disk wherever it goes,
regardless of which computer system it is attached to, or what permissions the user has.
CYBERdisk™ and WORMdisk™ Storage Solutions provide a strong cyber-defense by
protecting both the sensitive OS boot disk and your data files from damage or deletion.
Cyber-attacks cannot modify data files, Master Boot Records (MBRs), disk partition
information or firmware, thereby protecting valuable data from deletion, modification, reformatting, re-flashing or eavesdropping and protecting your systems from viruses like
Ransomware, the Equation Group virus and other malware that would otherwise wipe out
your data and your disks.
This technology was initially developed for DOJ with thousands delivered but it is now
available to protect data for any application that stores data to disk drives. Software
applications easily interface with these technologies, including applications for video
surveillance, digital evidence chain of custody, financial transactions, medical records, legal
records, firewall & system audit logs, CAPSTONE retention, SEC, SOX, Dodd-Frank, HIPAA,
NRC, DoD 5015.2, PII and other data compliance requirements.
For more information, refer to http://www.DataDefenseNow.com

CYBERdisk™ and WORMdisk™ --- Continuous Cyber-Defense for Systems and Data.

